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Summary of G.I.F. Research Projects of Dr. Alexandre Kedar and Dr. Geremy Forman
As part of the G.I.F. funded project “Out of Place – Ethnic Migration Nation-State Formation...
and Property Regimes in Poland, Czechoslovakia and Israel,” our research includes four projects which explore the relationship among the displacement of Israel’s Palestinians in 1948, the appropriation of their property, the evolution of the Israeli land regime, and Israeli nation-state formation.

The first project is entitled “The Land (Settlement of Title) Ordinance Amendment of 1960 and the History of Formative Israeli Land Legislation,” and examines the legislation that transferred land settlement adjudication from the “settlement officers” of the Justice Ministry to the district courts in the context of the formative Israeli land legislation of 1948-1960.

The second project - “From Galilee to Haifa to Jerusalem and Back: Developing Doctrines of Dispossession in 1950s-1960s Israel” - employs an innovative legal-historical-geographic approach to the evolution of the Israeli judicial doctrines that made it increasingly difficult for Galilee Arabs to win land settlement battles against the state during the 1950s and 1960s.

Our third project, entitled “Constructing Marginality through Illegality: Israeli Law and the Bedouins of the Negev,” investigates and challenges the legal construction of the Bedouins as illegal trespassers inhabiting “unrecognized villages” in the Negev desert. Our fourth project will explore the evolution and functioning of Israel’s land allocation regime between 1948 and 1970.